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What is SEO, anyway?
And do I really need it?
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Vocabulary Lessons

SEO (search engine optimization) 

def: the effort to increase a website’s traffic  
from search results



Vocabulary Lessons

organic search results 

def: non-paid search results



Vocabulary Lessons

index  
def: the list of all sites a search engine knows about

crawl  
def: a search engine’s process of looking for new or updated pages

backlinks 

def: links from another website back to your site



Vocabulary Lessons

robots.txt 
def: the file you can use to designate pages to “hide”  

from search indexing

sitemap  
def: a list you provide of the pages in your site



Vocabulary Lessons

keywords  

def: terms or phrases that represent the content on your site

keyword research 

def: the process of discovering search queries that 
your ideal site visitor is likely to utilize

keyword ranking 

def: your site’s organic ranking for a keyword



Vocabulary Lessons

SERP features 
Search results in videos, tweets, or snippets 

Snippets 
Google-formatted search results that may 

include top answers, ratings, instructions, etc. 
based on the search query

SERPs 

def: Search Engine Results Pages. 
The results from a search query. 



Who runs the world?
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55.49 %
…of all websites use Google Analytics.



84 %
…of all sites using web analytics tracking use Google Analytics.



28.1 
million sites

…running Google Analytics.



Google Ads 

Payment for 
placement

Google Search 
Console 

Search term data 
Site experience

Google Stuff
Google Analytics 
Universal Analytics 

GA4

Google Chrome 
Your daily browser 
Where you check 

your Gmail



THE Key to Success

Good content.



E-E-A-T 
Experience, Expertise, Authority, Trust
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Keys to success: Content

•Publish often, consistently 

•Links and References 

•Other sites (backlinks) 

•Google Business Profile 

•YouTube and other social content



Keys to success: Content continued

•Use headings correctly: h1 > h6 

•One h1 per page; match the title 

•Write strong headings 

•Include keywords in headings and content 

•Include a meta description 

•Use descriptive URLs and images names



Keys to success: Site Experience

•SSL cert 

•Site responsiveness 

•Google Search Console 

•Page Experience 

•Core Web Vitals 

• Loading performance (LCP: Largest Contentful Paint) 

• Responsiveness (FID: First Input Delay) 

• Visual stability (CLS: Cumulative Layout Shift)



Keys to success: Keyword Strategies

1. Identify the keywords your 
users are using

2. Find ways to include these in 
your content

3. Look for outliers

✓ Start a list of the terms and 
phrases that describe your work 

✓ Use the search console to 
determine the searches that are 
sending people to your site 

✓ Use tools to how competitors 
are being found in searches 

✓ Remember to include 
synonyms and define acronyms!



✓ Start a list of the terms and 
phrases that describe your work 

✓ Use the search console to 
determine the searches that are 
sending people to your site

Keys to success: Keyword Strategies

1. Identify the keywords your 
users are using

2. Find ways to include these in 
your content

3. Look for outliers

✓ Make sure your content uses 
your keywords and phrases 

✓ Use plugins or tools to add 
keywords to page meta values 

✓ Consider content to explain 
acronyms and include 
synonyms in your content



✓ Start a list of the terms and 
phrases that describe your work 

✓ Use the search console to 
determine the searches that are 
sending people to your site

Keys to success: Keyword Strategies

1. Identify the keywords your 
users are using

2. Find ways to include these in 
your content

3. Look for outliers

✓ Consider how people search: 
two concepts together, question 
formats, voice search terms and 
phrasing 

✓ High search volume means 
competition. Consider 
uncompetitive terms or “long-
tail keywords”



Keys to success:  
Keyword Strategies



Local SEO

•Google Business Profile 

• Business details, contact information, and location 

• Reviews 

•Ensure accurate content on other local business 
indexes (Yelp, BBB, community networks) 

•Include local keywords 

• City, streets, partner businesses, etc. 

•Utilize local backlinks



Local SEO



Getting Started
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Getting Started

Define your goals



SEO Layer Cake

Content. Good content.

Well-built, secure website that connects to others.

Utilization of keyword strategies; expanded authority via  
social and other channels, targeted content.

 

Google Ads, backlink monitoring, paid support and consulting.



Getting Started

Define your goals 

Check your expectations 

Effort 

Cost 

Time 

Set up Google Analytics and the Search Console



Google Analytics Transition

• Universal Analytics transitions to Google Analytics 4 July 1, 2023 

• Google creating new GA4 sites, but not transitioning any custom 
dashboards or reports 

• Access to data is changing! 

• Legacy UA data is uncertain - export your history if you want to 
reference it! 

• GA4 data will save for up to 14 months 

• Transition from “session” data to “event” data



References & Resources
• Google SEO Starter Guide 

https://developers.google.com/search/docs/fundamentals/seo-starter-
guide  

• Get to know E-E-A-T and Search Quality Raters 

• Google Analytics 4 Training 

• Semrush: https://www.semrush.com/blog/  

• Ahrefs: https://ahrefs.com/blog/; https://ahrefs.com/seo  

• Yoast: https://yoast.com/seo-blog/  

• DocChewbacca on Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/st3f4n 

https://developers.google.com/search/docs/fundamentals/seo-starter-guide
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/fundamentals/seo-starter-guide
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/fundamentals/creating-helpful-content#get-to-know-e-a-t-and-the-quality-rater-guidelines
https://skillshop.exceedlms.com/student/catalog/list?category_ids=6431-google-analytics-4
https://www.semrush.com/blog/
https://ahrefs.com/seo
https://yoast.com/seo-blog/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/st3f4n


Questions? 
https://marit.digital/seo-class 
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